
Event Report: Kalakriti 3.0 - Art on the Wall 

Event Overview: The highly anticipated art event, "Kalakriti 3.0 - Art on the Wall," organized by 

Jagruti - The Literary Club, was a resounding success. The event, held over four days, aimed to 

showcase the power of art and creativity, embodying the essence of the club's motto - to celebrate 

and empower through art. 

Event Highlights: "Kalakriti 3.0 - Art on the Wall" went beyond its simple name, becoming a canvas 

of passion, creativity, and talent. The event transcended mere artwork; it encapsulated the spirit of 

artists, their dreams, and the club's commitment to turning those dreams into reality. 

Artistic Expression Unleashed: Every artist who participated brought a unique gift, contributing to 

the creation of a diverse and vibrant tapestry of artwork. The event was a true testament to the 

boundless possibilities of artistic expression and the nurturing environment provided by Jagruti. 

Empowering Dreams: Jagruti - The Literary Club ensured that every paintbrush had wings during 

Kalakriti 3.0. The event aimed to empower participants, inspiring them to pursue their artistic 

passions and providing a platform for their dreams to take flight. 

Community and Camaraderie: One of the most heartwarming aspects of the event was the sense of 

community it fostered. Friend groups united, leaving behind indelible memories as they contributed 

to the collaborative art project. The handprints border, a symbol of unity, showcased the strength of 

collective creativity. 

Celebrating Happiness: Over the four-day event, the wall transformed into a witness of happiness, 

capturing the moments of joy and accomplishment shared by all participants. The process of 

creating the art wall was a testament to the dedication and hard work of the entire team. 

Team Effort and Dedication: Behind the scenes, the organizing team of Jagruti worked tirelessly to 

ensure the event's success. Each member played a vital role, and their dedication shone through in 

the seamless execution of the event. 

Conclusion: "Kalakriti 3.0 - Art on the Wall" was not just an art event; it was a celebration of 

creativity, a platform for dreams, and a testament to the power of artistic expression. Jagruti - The 

Literary Club achieved its goal of empowering individuals, inspiring confidence, and fostering a sense 

of unity through this event. With a successful Kalakriti 3.0, the club looks forward to more inspiring 

and enriching endeavors in the future. 

 



  

 
 

 



 

 



 



 



 
 


